LEEF Technology provides unmatched performance in your testing requirements. LEEF’s high efficiency innovative technology offers significant benefits and reduces carbon footprint at the same time.

Environmental test chambers are often used for more than 15 years. Weiss Technik provides you the technology of the future – making your test chambers and lab future-proof!

Let Weiss Technik help improve your testing and your environmental stewardship.

Customer Benefits

- **Reliability** of test results: Up to 70% improved accuracy of temperature and humidity settings
- **Productivity**: Reduce test time thanks to up to 60% faster temperature pull down rates
- **Cost Savings**: Up to 40% energy savings
- **Sustainability**: LEEF actively supports policies to reduce the Carbon Footprint

See our LEEF White Paper and Video at www.weiss-na.com

Available on These Product Lines:

- EV
- PV
- WW
- WP
- Xcel® Converto™
- Xceed®

Global Partner for Environmental Test Chambers
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